WORKSHOP AND HANDICRAFT EXPERIENCE IN TURIN

To handicraft and cooking lovers we propose some fascinating experiences organized in wellknown workshops in Turin to allow our guests to know each aspect necessary to produce the
local excellences. It will be possible to learn the hidden secrets about manufacturing jewels,
pottery, shirts, ice-creams, chocolate and “grissini”, taking part at the work process producing
different items as a professional during the visits of shops, ateliers and workshops.
Minimum number of participants: 4 persons

Medium duration : 1.30 -2 hours

FIRE-BALLOON IN LANGHE

For who is looking for something more exciting like audacious holidays CUBE can provide
special services, particularly a thrilling flight in a fire-balloon to admire from the high the
magnificent landscape of hills and vineyards of the Langhe. To live the magic atmosphere of
these lands at sunset in summer or in the mist in autumn to savour a flute of sparkling wine
after landing, will be, for our clients, an unforgettable experience.
Minimum number of participants: 6 persons

Duration : 4 hours
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EXCLUSIVE VISITS TO MOST IMPORTANT MUSEUMS AND SAVOY
RESIDENCES

The Museum of Egyptian Antiquities, the National Automobile Museum, the National Cinema
Museum, the Savoy Residences, Royal Palace, Carignano Palace, are just some samples of the
visits that CUBE’s clients could discover in an exclusive way accompanied by professional
polyglot guides that will be delighted to answer and satisfy all explanations requested by the
visitors.

HISTORICAL TURIN CENTRE TOUR

A half day or a fully day guided walk along the streets and the alleys in the city centre, enjoying
pauses and customized tastings in historical cafés and in famous chocolate shop and wine bars,
will allow our visitors to admire the most interesting baroque and liberty architectures in town.
The tourist will be seduced by some nicest Italian squares, for instance Piazza Vittorio, the
largest square with arcades in Europe, by the elegant Piazza San Carlo and by the vintage
atmosphere in the narrow streets of the Roman Quadrilateral area
Minimum number of participants : 2 persons

Medium duration : 4-8 hours

FULL DAY DISCOVERING LAGO MAGGIORE
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This itinerary guides the visitor to discover the fascinating Lago Maggiore. The small cities of
Stresa and its historical hotels, Verbania with its luxurious mansions and the botanical gardens
of Villa Taranto, will be the departure points for unforgettable private boat rides to discover
the magnificent Borromean Islands. The picturesque Isola dei Pescatori with its narrow alleys
and the typical small restaurants, the Isola Bella and Isola Madre with their noble adobes rich
in works of arts will be the main attractions, but not only, of the lake.
Minimum number of participants : 2 persons

Medium duration : 6-8 hours

SHORT TOUR OF SAVOY ROYAL RESIDENCES

The guided tour of the Savoy Royal Residences, declared World Heritage Site by UNESCO, goes
through as the city streets (Castello del Valentino, Palazzo Carignano, Villa della Regina,
Palazzo Reale, Palazzo Madama) as well the environs of Turin among Langhe Land, Cuneo and
Canavese Areas (Royal Palace of Venaria, the Castles of Stupinigi, Rivoli, Racconigi, Agliè and
Masino, the Basilica of Superga). All these itineraries could be customized to each client’s
particular interests according with the time they have.
Minimum number of participants : 2 persons

Medium duration : 8 hours
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